1980 Porsche 911 "Turbo"
Lot sold
USD 58 625 - 69 284
EUR 55 000 - 65 000 (listed)
Year of manufacture 1980
Mileage 143 670 km / 89 273 mi
Number of seats 2
Drivetrain 2wd
Lot number 25271709
Drive LHD
Condition Used
Location
Fuel type Petrol
Exterior colour Other
Car type Other

Description
This classic car is for auction at online auction platform Catawiki. Please click here to place a bid an to find
more information about this. The Porsche 911 is the best known sports car from car manufacturer Porsche.
This Porsche 911 SC 3.0 L Sunroof Coupe is restored in 2018, the car is technically fully okay, with Dutch
license plate and Dutch Periodic Vehicle Inspection (MOT), and the (matching numbers) engine is completely
reconstructed (see photos), and in addition, the car also was optically fully addressed. Additionally, the car
features the original (matching numbers) transmission.In 2018, the car was professionally repainted in the
Netherlands with the original new and unique paint, colour code # 879 Indiana red metallic. The original
leather was also restored and the car was equipped with a new headliner and a new quality carpet set in the
original colour (also the boot).The Porsche was never welded in the past, this is a rock solid original car.
Therefore, the basis 'for the restoration' was a driver quality car in a good condition. The new paint is the first
new paint since the purchase in 1980, and the leather upholstery is still original.The car has only been driven
for a few kilometres (approx. 2 to 3 km) since the 2018 restauration.Perhaps superfluous, but the engine
idles nicely, accelerates powerfully and the Porsche shifts smoothly through all gears. Further, the car is
stunning in its original paint colour and the car is technically okay.It is rare that a Porsche 911 in this
condition is offered, this is a true collector’s item and in the current increasing Porsche market it is also a
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solid investment. This Porsche is becoming more rare and sought-after, so do not miss the opportunity to
become the owner of this beautiful classic car. Make: PorscheModel: 911 SC 3.0L Sunroof CoupeYear of
manufacture: 1980Colour: colour code# 879 Indiana red metallicEngine and power: 3.0 litre (2994 cc) 6
cylinder boxer engine (231 hp) (matching numbers)Fuel: petrolTransmission: manual 5-speed (matching
numbers)Odometer reading: 143,670Number of keys: 1Margin: Yes, Dutch margin carDocuments /
registration number: Dutch licence plate TB-295-XVIN: 91A0142725 Options:- Rear window heating- Cruise
control- Power Windows- Electrically adjustable mirrors- Leather interior- Leather sports steering wheelBumpers in colour- Fog lights front- Original Porsche Fuchs rims- Power brakes- Speedometer with mph and
km/h- Spare wheel- Sunroof (original) Additional information;- Dutch license plate: TB-295-X-Initial
registration date: 28 February 1980- Date of first ascription: 2 July 2018- Never welded on the bottom, 100%
original and hardRecent restoration (2018), among other things;- Carpet replaced- Headliner replacedRubbers replaced- Sunroof guides /rubbers- Tailgate + grille- Tyres replaced- Upholstery boot- Overhauled
Fuchs rims- Door panels overhauled/lined-Equipped with new paint (original colour code # 879 Indiana red
metallic)- Engine entirely rebuilt This vehicle can be viewed and picked up in Schiedam, the Netherlands.
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